
Name ___________________________  Class Period ____   Date __________________ 

ALGEBRA  1 

Lesson   3-6 “ Equations and Problem Solving” 

Objective II: Distance – Rate – Time Problems 

LEQ:  _________________________________________________________________________ 

Eligible Content M11.D.2.1.3  Write, solve, and/or apply a linear equation. 

 

Do Now Exercise(s) 

Directions: Use the Distance = Rate * Time formula to solve the following problem. 

1. Find the time it takes to travel 385 miles if your car travels at a constant rate of 55 miles per hour. 

 Distance   =   Rate * Time  

 So,    Time   =   Distance /  Rate  Time  =    

Vocabulary 

Uniform Motion – ____________________________________________________________________ 

Uniform motion problems may involve objects going: 

 _____________________________________,  

 _____________________________________,  

 _____________________________________. 

Example 1:  Same Direction Travel Real-World Connection: Engineering 

   A train leaves a station a 1 P.M.   It travels at an average rate of 72 mile per hour.   A high speed train 

leaves the same station an hour later.   It travels at an average rate of 90 miles per hour.   The  second 

train follows the same route as the first train on a track parallel to the first train.   In how  many hours will 

the second train catch up to the first train? 

Define  Let t  =  the time the 1st train travels    

  The  t – 1 =  the time the 2nd train travels   

          

   

   

    

                    

    

         

 

Train Rate    Time Distance Traveled 

   1             

   2    



Example 2:  Round Trip Travel 

   Suppose Jona rides a bicycle to town to buy a music CD at a store.   Her average rate of travel by 

bicycle is 15 miles per hour.   It appears to Jona that it might rain on her trip back home, so she  rides a 

city bus back to her house using the same route she took by bicycle.   The city bus travels at an average 

rate of 35 miles per hour.   If her total travel time is 2 hours, how long did it take Jona to  ride her bicycle 

to the music store? 

Define  Let  ______________________________________________________________ 

  Then,  ____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 The distances traveled to and from the store are equal:  

  Therefore: ___________________________________________________________ 

                  _____________________ 

              _____________________  now, solve for  _____ 

              _____________________ 

              _____________________ 

                        _____________________ 

                    So,    t   =      _______ 

Example 3:  Opposite Direction of Travel 

   Jane and Peter leave their home traveling in opposite directions on a straight road.   Peter drives 15 mile 

per hour faster than Jane.   After 3 hours, they are 225 miles apart.   Find Peter’s rate and Jane’s rate. 

Define  Let  ______________________ 

  Then,  ____________________ 

 

The sum of Peter and Jane’s distances is:   ___________________, therefore 

 _____________________________   now,   solve for   ______ 

 _____________________________ 

 _____________________________ 

 _____________________________ 

 _____________________________ 

   So,     r    =    ______    Jane’s rate:  _________        Peter’s rate:  ___________ 

Assignment: _____________________________________________________________________ 

Part of Jona’s Trip Rate Time Distance Traveled 

By bicycle to the store    

By city bus back home    

Person  Rate Time Distance 

Jane    

Peter    


